Value Momentum Inc.

Title: Graduate Trainee

Location: Piscataway, NJ

Job Type: Full-Time (Entry-Level)

Compensation Type: Salary

Start Date: 5/1/2017

Job Description:
As a Graduate Trainee at ValueMomentum, you will have exposure to different technologies, functional skills and exciting projects to help build your expertise. ValueMomentum will provide you with the support you need to complete a relevant, professional qualification to help develop and enhance your knowledge of the IT industry.

What will your essential responsibilities as a ValueMomentum Graduate Trainee include?
There are a number of roles that you may undertake; such as Programmer Analysts, Quality Analysts and Business Analyst roles. We operate a flexible scheme which provides graduates with the opportunity to work within a variety of roles. Thus, we will enable you to explore all your options in ValueMomentum to ensure you find the right role and career to suit you.

We’re looking for someone who has these abilities and skills:

- Strong communication skills and has computer programming background.
- Graduates who identify with ValueMomentum values and will draw on them in every aspect of their work.
- Have excellent communication skills to ensure effective communication with people at all levels, business functions and socio-cultural backgrounds.
- We are looking for individuals with a desire to connect with colleagues from a variety of countries and cultures and an appreciation that embracing diversity supports business excellence.
- Analytical, innovative, attention to detail and well-equipped to solve all kinds of problems quickly and efficiently.
- Demonstrates a committed, hard-working, and enthusiastic attitude – that can see a task from beginning to end.
- Must be comfortable working both independently and as part of a team.
- Must be open to relocate nationwide for projects, after completion of the training.

Qualifications: Bachelors or Master Degree in Computer Science or IT Related Field

Application Instructions: Contact Suman at suman.beeram@valuemomentum.com

Academic requirements: Must have or expect to achieve a GPA of 3.2 or above.
No Visa Sponsorships please...

About the organization:

Value Momentum provides Software and Services to Insurance, Healthcare & Financial Services firms. Our Customers like working with us because we deliver value to their initiatives, thereby, driving their momentum. We do this by applying a time-tested formula of combining strong technology expertise with industry experience.

Our Software is offered as part of our Foundry family of products that addresses Product Configuration, Rating, Underwriting and Agent Portal. Our Service offerings include Content and Collaboration, Information and Insights, Verification and Validation, and Application Services.

ValueMomentum has placed strategic importance to R&D for its Software and Services offerings to differentiate in the markets we operate in. These R&D efforts have led to the filing of patents that enhance Value Momentum's intellectual capital and drive momentum to our Clients' initiatives. With our help, our Clients are driving momentum to their initiatives involving targeting the right customers, selecting profitable business, optimizing pricing, retaining valuable customers through better service, web-enabling delivery channel interactions, automating knowledge processes, creating system-wide efficiencies for delivery of products & services and becoming the "market-of-choice" for top producing Channels and Customers - while optimizing IT operations.

ValueMomentum has world class delivery centers in Piscataway, NJ and Hyderabad, India. There are additional Client Services and Business Development offices in Sunnyvale, CA and Hyderabad, India. ValueMomentum is appraised as at Level 3 of the CMMI Institute's Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI). ValueMomentum is also a SSAE 16 - SOC 2 certified company.